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Abstract—High-accuracy branch prediction is crucial for high-performance
processors. Inspired by the work on indexing functions to eliminate conflict-misses
in memory hierarchy, this paper explores different indexing approaches to reduce
conflict aliasing in branch-prediction tables. Our results show that indexing
functions provide a highly complexity-effective way to enhance prediction
accuracy.
Index Terms—Processor architectures.
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INTRODUCTION

CURRENT microprocessor design trends expose branch prediction
as a primary performance bottleneck. Higher branch prediction
accuracy not only exploits higher degrees of instruction-level
parallelism (ILP), but also helps microprocessors to fit in the
shrinking power/energy consumption budget by wasting less
execution time on wrong paths.
With its critical role in processor design, there has been
extensive research on branch prediction to improve prediction
accuracy. Many existing branch predictors can be grouped into
two major categories: context-based and computational branch
predictors. Context-based branch predictors, including two-level
[17] and g-share predictors [8], employ various Markov Finite State
Machine (FSM) models to capture branch behavior [2]. Computational branch predictors, such as perceptron predictors [5], [6], [16],
model the branch correlation relationship as a linear combination
of branch history. For either class of predictors, the prediction
tables are usually indexed with a hash function of branch address
(pc) and some local/global history (LHR/GHR) bits. With limited
prediction table sizes, different branches interfere with each other
through shared table entries, which are known as conflict aliasing
[9]. Previous studies [9], [11], [14] showed that conflict aliases
undermine prediction accuracy severely for context-based branch
predictors, especially for simple hash functions such as the modulo
mapping (i.e., index = pc mod number of table entries), where the
number of entries in a table usually is a 2’s power.
For computational branch predictors such as perceptron
predictors, each entry in the prediction table contains multiple
perceptron weights, which capture the correlation between the
current branch outcome and relatively long branch history. These
large entries result in prediction tables with much fewer entries
than context-based predictors for the same hardware budget.
Therefore, the adverse impacts of conflict aliases are more evident
in perceptron predictors (see Section 5).
Conflict misses are also recognized as a performance bottleneck
in memory hierarchy. Besides employing set-associative structures,
indexing functions have been shown to be effective in eliminating
conflict misses [4], [7], [15]. In this paper, we explore indexing
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functions to reduce conflict aliases in branch prediction tables. For
complex indexing functions such as prime-modulo mapping, we
propose expanding the branch target buffer (BTB) to amortize the
computation cost. Simple indexing functions such as bitwise-XOR
schemes, on the other hand, only need very limited hardware (e.g.,
a few XOR gates). Our experiments show that the indexing
functions are effective in improving branch prediction accuracy for
perceptron branch predictors (e.g., 4.5 percent on average for a
128-entry perceptron predictor) at negligible hardware costs. For
context-based branch predictors with large table sizes, slight
improvements (e.g., 1.6 percent on average for a 215 -entry g-share
predictor) are observed from the indexing functions such as the
bitwise XOR mapping. Multiple indexing functions, in addition,
can also improve the prediction accuracy of optimized 2bcgskew
predictors (e.g., 3.8 percent on average for a 32K-bit predictor). Our
results also show that the complex indexing functions, although
more effective in reducing conflict misses in caches, do not
consistently outperform the simple indexing functions on branch
prediction tables and all the performance improvements can be
achieved with highly cost-effective indexing schemes that require
only a few XOR gates.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work on indexing functions to eliminate cache
conflict misses and introduces the notations that are used
throughout the paper. Latency concerns of complex indexing
functions are addressed in Section 3. Section 4 explores various
indexing functions in detail and Section 5 evaluates their
performance impact on different branch predictors. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Indexing functions were studied initially to achieve uniform access
distribution across memory banks [3], [10]. The research was then
extended to cache indexing in order to eliminate conflict cache
misses [4], [7], [15].
In [4], various XOR-based indexing functions are evaluated on
different cache organizations. For an address addr, which is
decoded into several fields, as shown in Fig. 1, the first b bits are
the block offset (blk_off) where b is determined as log2 ðblock sizeÞ,
whereas for branch prediction tables, b is log2 ðinstruction sizeÞ.
The next two k-bit fields, where
k ¼ log2 ðnumber of sets in the cache or branch prediction tableÞ;
are denoted as x and y. The traditional modulo-mapping is simply
index ¼ x. The bitwise XOR indexing function defines the index as
the bitwise XOR of x and y (i.e., index ¼ x^ y).
Another XOR-based indexing function that has been shown
effective in eliminating conflict cache misses is the irreducible
polynomial mapping [4], [10], [15], which considers the line address
A as a polynomial function AðxÞ ¼ an1 xn1 þ . . . þ a1 x1 þ a0 .
Then, based on modulo-2 polynomial arithmetic and an irreducible
polynomial P ðxÞ, the polynomial RðxÞ ¼ AðxÞ mod P ðxÞ is the
resulting index. The degree of the irreducible polynomial P ðxÞ
(over GF(2)) is k (i.e., the number of index bits). The implementation of the irreducible polynomial mapping requires parallel XOR
operations and does not incur overly complex circuits, as
addressed in [10].
The prime-modulo hashing, defined as index ¼ A mod p, where
p is a prime number closest to but smaller than the number of
cache sets, can achieve a more uniform cache access distribution
and has been shown to be less susceptible to pathological behavior
[7]. However, the computation of prime modulo involves high
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Fig. 1. Decoding an address addr.

hardware cost and additional latency. In addition, the fragmentation problem leads to wasted cache sets when the number of cache
sets is not a prime number.
An alternative to the prime-modulo hashing, as proposed
in [7], is the prime-displacement hashing and defined as
index ¼ ðp  T þ xÞ mod ðnum of cache setsÞ, where p is a prime
number and T and x are address fields defined in Fig. 1. If the
binary representation of p takes few 1s, the implementation only
requires few shifting and truncated add operations.
Skewing [1] is a technique that uses different hashing functions
to index multiple cache ways to avoid conflict misses. The
irreducible polynomial mapping and prime-displacement hashing
can be used to improve upon skewed-associative caches by using
different irreducible polynomials or prime numbers to compute
the indexes for different cache ways [4], [7], [15]. In context-based
branch predictors, skewing is used to trade capacity aliases for
fewer conflict aliases [9].

3

ELIMINATING LATENCY OVERHEADS OF COMPLEX
INDEXING FUNCTIONS

In high-performance processors, branches are predicted in a
pipelined fashion. In a generic conditional branch prediction
model, shown in Fig. 2, in order to fetch up to one basic-block
instruction each cycle, the current branch pc is used to index both
the branch prediction table for prediction and the branch target
buffer (BTB) for path information (shown as (1) in Fig. 2). Based on
the predicted direction, the information of the predicted path,
including the starting fetch address, the length of the basic block,
and the next branch address along the predicted path, is selected
(shown as (2) in Fig. 2). In the next cycle, the next branch address
will then be used as the current branch pc (shown as (3) in Fig. 2).
For complex indexing functions, the computation latency may
exceed one cycle, which in turn undermines the throughput of the
instruction fetch unit. The solution that we propose is to expand
the path information field in each BTB entry to include the
prediction table index of the next branch, as shown in Fig. 3. The
prediction table index is only computed at the BTB replacement
when the next branch address information is collected. Then, when
this BTB entry is reaccessed, the next branch index field will be

Fig. 2. A generic branch predictor model with an indexing function fn.

Fig. 3. Expanding the path information in BTB to store complex index computation.

used directly to index the branch prediction table for next branch
prediction (shown as (3) in Fig. 3). In this way, the computation
latency of the indexing functions is effectively shifted off the
branch prediction critical path. In addition, such a prestored index
also enables the use of a prediction table with any number of
entries (i.e., not necessary a 2’s power). Note that the next branch
index field is accessed at the same time as the next branch address
field (shown as (2) in Fig. 3). Therefore, there is no associated
latency penalty. Although appending the prediction table index
into the BTB incurs additional storage cost, it does not significantly
affect the critical access latency of prediction tables. Our experiments using CACTI 3.2 [13] show that adding 24 extra bits into an
8-byte data block incurs only 3.5 percent access time penalty for a
2k-entry 4-way BTB using 90nm technology.
For simple indexing functions such as the bitwise XOR
mapping, there is no need to expand BTB entries. As the XOR
operations on each bit can be performed in parallel, the extra
latency is only one XOR gate, which is unlikely to affect the
prediction critical path.

4

INDEXING BRANCH PREDICTION TABLES

Although using indexing functions to eliminate conflict aliasing in
branch prediction tables is inspired by the indexing functions for
caches, there exist major differences between cache indexing and
branch prediction table indexing. First, adding set associativity
incurs the cost of tags, especially for context-based predictors,
which usually feature a large number of table entries to explore
branch correlation. Second, in branch prediction tables, each entry
captures certain branch history behavior. Therefore, it is important
that, once the table entries are allocated for a particular branch,
they will be accessed by the same branch even with the setassociative organizations to get previously learned history knowledge. This incurs additional constraints compared to set-associative caches since the common replacement policy, such as LRU,
cannot maintain such placement consistency. Third, while an
aliasing in caches definitely results in a cache miss, an aliasing in
branch predictor tables does not necessarily incur a misprediction.
Therefore, indexing functions such as prime-modulo mapping that
are effective in reducing conflict cache misses may not work well
with branch prediction tables (see Section 5).
Next, we explore various indexing functions for different
branch predictors. We first focus on branch predictors using single
hashing functions, including g-share and perceptron predictors.
Then, we address multiple indexing functions using 2bcgskew
branch predictors.
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Single Indexing Functions

For conciseness, we assume a branch prediction table with
2k entries. For a table with an arbitrary number of entries, the
index can be computed at BTB replacement and stored in the BTB
as discussed in Section 3.

4.1.1

Modulo Mapping

This traditional indexing function defines index as:
Index ¼ x ¼ A mod 2k , where x and A use the same notations as
in Fig. 1. In a g-share predictor, A is pc½31 : 2^ GHR½k  1 : 0
(assuming the instruction size as 4 bytes and a 32-bit pc) and, for
perceptron predictors, A is simply pc½31 : 2.

4.1.2

Bitwise-XOR Mapping

The bitwise-XOR indexing function defines the index as
Index ¼ y^ x, where y and x are defined as in Fig. 1. For g-share
predictors, the bitwise XOR index is pc½2k þ 1 : k þ 2^ pc½k þ 1 :
2^ GHR½k  1 : 0 and such a computation can be carried out using
the same number of XOR gates as the modulo mapping, but with
fan-ins increased from 2 to 3. For perceptron predictors, the bitwise
XOR mapping requires k XOR gates and the index becomes
pc½2k þ 1 : k þ 2^ pc½k þ 1 : 2.

4.1.3

Irreducible-Polynomial (I-Poly) Mapping

T h e p o l y n o m i a l RðxÞ, w h i c h i s d e t e r m i n e d b y
RðxÞ ¼ AðxÞ mod P ðxÞ, is the binary representation of the index
and it can be computed in the following manner [10]:
RðxÞ ¼ an1 Rn1 ðxÞ þ . . . þ a1 R1 ðxÞ þ a0 R0 ðxÞ, w h e r e Ri ðxÞ ¼
xi mod P ðxÞ can be precomputed once the I-poly P ðxÞ is selected.
The implementation of the I-poly mapping requires XOR gates
with multiple fan-ins. In our experiments, among all the
irreducible polynomials with degree k, we select one that does
not incur too many additional fan-ins to the XOR gates. For g-share
branch predictors, A ¼ pc½31 : 2^ GHR½k  1 : 0, whereas, for
perceptron predictors, A ¼ pc½31 : 2.

4.1.4

Prime-Modulo Mapping

Based on a prime number p, which is closest to but smaller than 2k ,
the index is computed as Index ¼ A mod p. Since the primemodulo mapping only uses a prime number of table entries, it
results in wasted table entries or the fragmentation problem [7],
which may lead to inferior performance compared to other
mapping schemes. To eliminate such inefficiency, we propose
another prime-modulo scheme (referred to as a-prime-modulo
mapping), defined as follows: Index ¼ A mod p mod 2k , where p is
a prime number that is closest to but larger than the number of
table entries. In this way, all table entries will be utilized at a cost of
slightly nonuniform access distribution since the first few entries
are used more often than others.
The computation latency of the prime-modulo indexing
function can be hidden by expanding BTB entries to store the
prime-modulo results, as discussed in Section 3. Since such primemodulo computation is only performed at BTB replacement, it
presents additional constraints for branch predictors requiring
history information such as g-share predictors. The reason is that
the history information may vary after the BTB replacement. As a
result, for g-share predictors, the prime-modulo indexing function
is defined as (pc½31 : 2 mod p mod 2k Þ^ GHR instead of
ðpc½31 : 2^ GHRÞ mod p mod 2k :
For perceptron predictors, the prime-modulo indexing function is
ðpc½31 : 2 mod pÞ mod 2k .

4.1.5

Prime-Displacement Mapping

In the prime-displacement mapping, the index is computed as
Index ¼ ðT  p þ xÞ mod 2k , where T and x use the same notations

Fig. 4. Average misprediction rate reductions (the higher the better) achieved by
indexing functions on g-share branch predictors with different table sizes ranging
from 29 to 215 entries.

as in Fig. 1. The performance of the prime-displacement mapping
is dependent on the selection of the prime number p. In this paper,
we select p as 17 to minimize the hardware cost to implement such
computation (i.e., a 4-bit shift and one truncated addition). For
g-share branch predictors, A ¼ pc½31 : 2^ GHR½k  1 : 0 and, for
perceptron predictors, A ¼ pc½31 : 2.

4.2

Multiple Indexing Functions

The skewing technique, exemplified with the optimized 2bcgskew
branch predictor [12], is shown to be highly effective to eliminate
conflict misses by trading capacity misses. As the optimized
2bcgskew predictor has multiple branch prediction tables (one
bimodal table, two g-share tables, and one meta table), we can use
different indexing functions for each of them to further reduce
conflict aliases.

5

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

To evaluate the performance impact of the indexing functions
upon different branch predictors, the Championship Branch
Prediction (CBP) [18] branch traces are used as they encompass
representative workloads from a wide range applications, including multimedia (MM), server (SERV), integer (INT), and floatingpoint (FP) applications. Among them, the INT and FP benchmarks
are from the SPEC CPU 2000 benchmark suite. The branch
misprediction rate is measured as the number of mispredictions
per 1,000 instructions (MPKI). The timing simulator with the CBP
traces, unfortunately, is currently unavailable. In our experiments,
we also use an ideal BTB for the complex indexing functions,
including prime-modulo and irreducible polynomial functions, in
order to model the best performance that can be achieved.
In our first experiment, we evaluate the single indexing
functions on g-share branch predictors with different sizes. The
baseline (i.e., the modulo mapping) misprediction rates on average
are 13.58, 11.82, 9.89, 8.35, 7.08, 5.97, and 5.18 MPKI when
prediction table sizes (not including BTB) ranging from 29 to
215 entries (i.e., from 1K bits to 64K bits). The reductions in
misprediction rates (measured by MPKI reduction, the higher the
better) achieved by various indexing functions are shown in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the performance impacts vary
for different indexing functions. The simple bitwise XOR indexing
function (labeled “XOR”) improves prediction accuracy for all
g-share configurations except for a prediction table with
212 entries. For a large table of 215 entries (i.e., 64K bits), it reduces
the misprediction rate from 5.18 to 5.10 MPKI (i.e., a 1.6 percent
improvement). Complex indexing functions, including the irreducible polynomial (labeled “i-poly”), prime modulo (labeled
“prime”), and a-prime modulo (labeled “a-prime”) mapping,
show no consistent performance improvement over simpler ones
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Fig. 6. Misprediction rate reductions (the higher the better) achieved by indexing
Fig. 5. Normalized misprediction rates for a g-share branch predictor with
215 entries (the lower the better). The baseline misprediction rates (in MPKI) are
included for each category of benchmarks.

and are susceptible to pathological behavior. The prime-displacement (labeled “p_disp”) mapping performs better than the bitwise
XOR mapping for large prediction tables while it is less effective
for small ones.
A closer look at each individual category of benchmarks, which
is reported as misprediction rates normalized to the baseline
misprediction rates for a g-share predictor with 215 entries shown
in Fig. 5, reveals that the SERV benchmarks benefit most from the
indexing functions as they have the largest branch working set (a
misprediction rate reduction of 3 percent with the bitwise XOR
mapping). For the FP benchmarks, the indexing functions increase
the misprediction rates. However, since the baseline misprediction
rates for the FP benchmarks are quite limited (1.32 MPKI), the
impacts of indexing functions are actually very small for the FP
workloads. The irreducible polynomial mapping suffers from
pathological behavior and increases the misprediction rates for all
types of workloads.
Overall, we can see that carefully selected indexing functions
(e.g., the bitwise XOR mapping for small prediction tables and
prime-displacement mapping for larger tables) can improve the
g-share branch predictors slightly with negligible hardware cost
(i.e., a few XOR gates for the bitwise XOR mapping or shifting and
addition for the prime displacement mapping).
Next, we examine the impact of the indexing functions upon
computational branch predictors, or perceptron predictors. In this
experiment, we choose the perceptron predictors with 10-bit LHR
and 34-bit GHR. The average misprediction rates using the
baseline modulo indexing function are 6.04, 4.88, 3.96, 3.47, and
3.18 MPKI, respectively, for a prediction table with 64 (23.7K bits),
128 (47.3K bits), 256 (94.7K bits), 512(189.4K bits), and 1,024
(378.9 K bits) perceptrons.
In addition to the indexing functions discussed in Section 4, we
also model an LRU placement method to highlight the performance potential of conflict reduction for perceptron predictors. In
this LRU approach, each perceptron maintains a tag field and an
LRU field. When a branch is replaced from the prediction table, its
index is saved in a secondary mapping table, which is used to
make sure that same branch will access the same perceptron when
it reaccesses the prediction table. Note that this LRU method is
only used to show the performance potential of eliminating conflict
aliases, rather than as a practical design. The reductions in the
misprediction rate resulting from the indexing functions and the
LRU approach are reported in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the indexing functions can
reduce misprediction rates significantly for a wide range of
perceptron predictors. Smaller size prediction tables, e.g., a table
with 128 perceptrons, generally benefit more from the indexing
functions than large size prediction tables, e.g., a 1,024-entry table.
The reason is that the smaller tables result in a higher number of

functions on perceptron branch predictors with different table sizes.

conflict aliases. All the indexing functions exhibit significant
improvement on prediction accuracy. For small table perceptron
predictors (64 and 128 entries), the prime-displacement mapping
achieves the best performance improvement and reduces the
misprediction rate by 0.20 MPKI (a 3.3 percent improvement) and
0.22 MPKI (a 4.5 percent improvement), respectively. Irreducible
polynomial mapping performs well for a 256-entry prediction
table, while the prime modulo and a-prime modulo mapping
achieve the highest improvement for a 512 and 1,024-entry
prediction table, respectively. The simple bitwise XOR scheme,
on the other hand, also achieves good performance improvement
for large prediction tables. Given its high cost-effectiveness, the
bitwise XOR mapping would be a more appropriate design option.
The LRU results shows that, even with carefully selected indexing
functions, there is still a significant performance potential by
further reducing conflict aliases.
The normalized branch misprediction rates for each category of
workloads, as shown in Fig. 7 for a perceptron predictor with
256 perceptrons, show that the INT and SERV benchmarks benefit
the most by reducing conflict aliases. Floating-point benchmarks
have low misprediction rate (0.73 MPKI) and the prime-displacement mapping slightly increases the misprediction rate (0.04 MPKI)
due to some pathological behavior.
Overall, the experiments show that the indexing functions can
improve the prediction accuracy of perceptron predictors significantly. One complexity-effective design choice would be using
the prime-displacement for small prediction tables and the bitwise
XOR for large prediction tables. The cost of hardware implementation is negligible as neither bitwise XOR mapping nor prime
displacement mapping requires complex implementation.
As discussed in Section 4, we use optimized 2bcskew branch
predictors to study the impact of multiple indexing functions. The
2bcgskew predictor contains two g-share tables (2N1 bits in total),
a bimodal table, one meta table (2N2 bits in total), and one shared

Fig. 7. Normalized misprediction rates for a perceptron branch predictor with
256 entries (the lower the better). The baseline misprediction rates (in MPKI) are
included for each category of benchmarks.
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